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CHICAGO – If you liked Pixar Animation’s original “The Incredibles” of 14 years ago, then you’ll find a lot to like with this sequel, which puts
these “supers” back in their suits for another go around to save the world. The action in “Incredibles 2” picks up almost immediately after the
original film left off.

Rating: 4.0/5.0

Supers (as they’re known here) are still illegal, and The Incredibles who used to save the day are left to deal with the path of destruction
they’ve left behind fighting the bad guys. But the eccentric head of a telecommunications firm (voice of Bob Odenkirk) has a plan to change
that. He wants to give supers a dose of good public relations by installing cameras in their new super suits so the world can see their heroic
feats in action.

So The Incredibles Mom, Elastigirl (Holly Hunter), is the one who’s front and center in this new PR campaign. That leaves Mr. Incredible (Craig
T. Nelson) in Mr. Mom territory, left home caring for the kids which include Violet (Sarah Vowell), who is upset about her dad’s government
handler erasing the memory of a boy she liked, Dash (Huck Milner), and little baby Jack Jack, whose untold powers were only hinted at in the
first movie.

“Incredibles 2” opens everywhere in on June 15th, in 3D and regular screenings. See local listings for 3D times and theaters. Featuring the
voices of Holly Hunter, Craig T. Nelson, Sarah Vowell, Samuel L. Jackson, Bob Odenkirk, Huck Milner, Catherine Keener, Sophia Bush,
Isabella Rossellini and Brad Bird. Written and Directed by Brad Bird. Rated “PG”

Continue reading for Spike Walter’s full review of “Incredibles 2” [20]
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The Supers are Back in ‘Incredibles 2’
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